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ESTONIA
Capital: Tallinn Language: Estonian

Population: 1.3 million Time Zone: EST plus 7 hours

Currency: Euro (€ or EUR) Electricity: 230V. 50Hz

Fun Facts
● Estonia gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1991.
● The first public Christmas tree in Estonia was placed in the old town square in Tallinn in 1441.
● Estonia has the highest number of meteorite craters per land area in the world.

Estonia (population 1.3 million people, 25% of whom are Russian) is the smallest and most northern of
the Baltic countries; its territory covers an area of 17,000 square miles. The climate is invigorating and
changeable, and the landscape is a patchwork of forests and lakes. Deer and moose still roam the relatively
flat, marshy land.

In 1987, Estonians went out into the streets and, in a gentle form of protest, sang their traditional, centuries-
old songs. This "singing revolution" was a signal that they were ready for change. Since its independence in
1991, Estonia is rapidly moving away from its troubled Soviet past. It has reformed its political and economic
institutions, becoming a model of success and earning the nickname “E-stonia.” The “Tiger of the Baltics”
is a dynamic, vibrant nation with a brand-new European presence. It has been a member of the European
Union since May 2004.

Estonians, though, are still striving to keep alive their traditions and are great lovers of poetry, cinema, and
the arts. After Iceland, they are the most frequent theatergoers in the world. Tallinn’s charming Hanseatic
Old Town is a World Heritage Site. They say it is here in the capital, on the Gulf of Finland, that the best
Baltic food can be found; trout and herring dishes figure prominently, and hoogvein, a local mulled wine, is
well worth trying.

VISAS AND PASSPORTS

Visas to Estonia are not required for U.S. citizens. If you hold a passport from another country, please check
with your local consulate about requirements for travel to Estonia. All passengers traveling internationally are
required to have a passport. Please carry proper identification (your passport) on you and do not leave it in
your suitcase or hotel room. European law requires you to carry your passport with you at all times.

COUNTRY CODES

The country code for Estonia is 372. When calling to Estonia from overseas, you dial your international
access code (011 from the U.S./Canada) followed by the country code, area code, and phone number. Phone
numbers in Estonia are seven digits in length.  Dialing from the U.S./Canada: 011 372+### ####.
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CURRENCY

The official currency of Estonia is the Euro. Euro coins differ according to country, but they can be used
in any EU state. Bank notes are of uniform EU design (depicting European architectural styles throughout
seven ages, from Classical to Modern times).

1 EURO (€) = 100 Cents (c)
● Banknote denominations: €5, €10, €20, €50, €100, €200, €500
● Coin denominations: 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, €1, €2

For the most current exchange rates, please go to our Web site at www.globusfamily.com/currency.

U.S. Dollar bills may also be accepted, but they must be in good condition (not worn, stained, or torn) and
recently printed. Banks and exchange offices are very particular and may even charge additional processing
fees for acceptance of “damaged” bills.

Credit cards are widely accepted in Estonia, and you should have no issues using them. Signs posted at
entrances of establishments should advise what forms of payment are accepted. Visa and MasterCard are
most accepted.

BUDGETING AND SHOPPING

The following budget guidelines are just approximate values or starting values for meals and are per person.
Actual prices will vary widely by restaurant and city within a country but below are some averages as
provided by our experienced personnel.

The approximate cost of a soft drink/mineral water/coffee is €1-3.

An average lunch consisting of a salad or sandwich and a soda or water starts at approximately €6-8.

A steak dinner at a mid-range restaurant with dessert and a non-alcoholic beverage starts at approximately
€15-20.

TIPPING

● Tipping is common in Estonia. A tip of 10% is usually acceptable at restaurants if it has not already
been added to the bill.

● For taxis, tip 10% of the fare. “Keep the change” is a common expression.
● For hotel staff, €1 for room service is acceptable.
● A few coins in the local currency will be needed for public toilets.

ELECTRICAL OUTLETS

Voltage for outlets is 230V. North American voltage is generally 110V. Therefore, a converter may be
necessary for your travels. Adapters will be necessary to adapt your plug into the outlet but may not convert
the voltage, so both devices are necessary.  Estonian facilities have 3-prong outlets with two flat prongs in
line and one perpendicular, which look like

http://www.globusfamily.com/currency
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Type F

TEMPERATURES

Estonia’s climate tends to be mild year round. Occasionally summers can be hot and winters severe.

To help you plan, below are average low and high temperatures for Tallinn.
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21/28°F 25/35°F 42/57°F 55/68°F 46/56°F 31/37°F
19/27°F 33/45°F 50/64°F 54/66°F 38/47°F 24/31°F

To convert to Celsius, subtract 32, then multiply by 5 and then divide by 9. See examples in the Know Before
You Go Europe document.

FOOD SPECIALTIES

Trout and herring dishes, hoogvein (mulled wine).

A FEW WORDS OF THE LOCAL LANGUAGE

Estonian:
Hello: Tere, Goodbye: Head aega / Nägemiseni, Please: Palun, Thank you: Tänan / Aitäh, Yes: Jah, No:
Ei, 1: Üks, 2: Kaks, 3: Kolm, 4: Neli, 5: Viis, 6: Kuus, 7: Seitse, 8: Kaheksa, 9: Üheksa, 10: Kümme, Where
is...?: Kus...?, Telephone: Telefon, Bathroom: Tualett, Tea: Tee, Coffee: Kohv, Wine: Vein, Beer: Õlu,
Bottled water: Mineraalvesi, Cheers!: Tervist!


